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THE LICENSE TO CHECK 
Structural case plus economy yields Burzio's Generalization 

Hubert Haider, Department of Linguistics, Univ. Salzburg 
 
1. Introduction 
This paper defends the claim that Burzio's generalization1 (henceforth BG), which 
correlates theta-assignment to the subject with case assignment to the object, should 
be reformulated as a pure constraint on case licensing. This constraint is argued to be  
reducible to an economy condition on case licensing. A particular instance of the 
more general licensing constraint is the dependency of accusative licensing on nomi-
native licensing in a finite clause: In a NOM-ACC-system, ACC-licensing by V° is 
dependent on a structural case being licensed by a superordinate element. In a finite 
clause this is nominative, licensed by finiteness features. This was pointed out in 
Haider (1984: 72,88; 1985:13, 30) and more recently by Marantz (1991). Reference 
to theta-assignment is dispensable: 
 
The German data sample in (1) illustrates the core effect described by BG: Accusa-
tive (as in 1a) cannot be licensed unless the licensing of nominative has applied (as in 
1c). This leaves nominative as the only option for the internal argument in (1b). 
Dative, a lexical, not a structural case, remains unaffected, as (1d) exemplifies.   
 
(1) a. * Wurde  ihm den Fehler vergeben?    (German) 
         was  himdat the mistakeacc forgiven?         
 b.    Wurde ihm der Fehler vergeben ? 
         was himdat the mistakenom forgiven? 
         �was he forgiven the mistake?� 
 c.    Hat man ihm den Fehler vergeben? 
         has onenom himdat the mistakeacc forgiven? 

       �Has one forgiven him the mistake?� 
 d.    Wurde ihmdat vergeben? 
         �was himdat forgiven?� 
 
The relevant condition that will be worked out in more detail below can be 
characterized in a simplified form as follows: If two case licensing options are 
applicable alternatively � which is easy to demonstrate for nominative and accusative 
in German �  the case system provides a principled choice. The principle in question 
will be shown to be a priority principle, whose particular implementation is based on 
                                                           
1 Burzio�s Generalization is: θs ↔ Acc (Burzio 1986: 185). �All and only the verbs that can assign θ-role to the subject 
can assign (accusative) case to an object.� (Burzio 19986:178). 
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economy: It is more economic to exploit the licensing of nominative (as in 1b) than 
the  licensing of accusative (as in 1a). 
 
The idea is this: In (1a), two licensing relations must be checked independently, 
namely the licensing of the accusative for the DP, and the licensing of the ϕ- features 
of the finite verb. In (1b), the licensing of the nominative and the licensing of the ϕ-
features constitute a single interdependent licensing operation: The nominative-
licensing provides the feature values for the agreement features of the finite verb. In 
the absence of a DP licensed for nominative (as in 1d and the ungrammatical 1a), 
these features nevertheless are present and must receive a default specification. Thus, 
a principle that gives nominative-licensing priority over accusative-licensing has the 
effect of minimizing the number of independent licensing operations.  
 
A dependency-relation analogous to the accusative-nominative dependency is found 
in pure NOM-ERG-systems, namely the dependency of ergative case on nominative/ 
absolutive case: The licensing of ergative case presupposes the licensing of nomina-
tive/absolutive case. BG is a descriptive characterization of these dependencies 
which needs to be derived from general principles. The subject matter of BG will be 
characterized as a priority condition on case licensing whose particular implementa-
tion reflects an economy effect in case licensing systems. The priority condition is 
equivalent to the specification of a default licensing relation for structural case. 
 
The paper is organized as follows: In the first section, evidence will be provided for 
the reformulation of BG as a pure case dependency relation. The next section 
introduces the priority principle and the discussion of its consequences for a 
nominative-accusative language. In section 3, the economy constraint is generalized 
in order to capture the BG-effects of ergative systems and to account for differences 
and apparent exceptions. 
 
1. BG should exclusively refer to case licensing, not to θθθθ-assignment 
 
In Burzio's (1986) account and in earlier versions, the BG relates θ-assignment to the 
subject with the potential of the verb to assign structural case. In Haider (1984:72,82) 
it has been pointed out that BG needs to be reformulated as a pure case dependency, 
both for conceptual and empirical reasons. The conceptual difficulty was obvious 
from the beginning: BG correlates two independent sets of conditions in a triggering 
configuration, namely θ-marking and case licensing. Even if BG were descriptively 
adequate, one would have to ask oneself how to derive this cross-modular constraint: 
BG as a primitive principle of grammar would contradict a basic assumption of the 
modular organization: A sub-rule of one module (i.e. theta marking of subject) 
cannot directly interfere with a sub-rule of another system (i.e. case assignment by 
V°).  The empirical difficulties, most of them raised in Haider (1984), are discussed 
in due order below. 
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Before doing so, I have to briefly specify how the basic theoretic notions used in the 
paper should be read. Misunderstandings would be unavoidable since I will use con-
cepts of the P&P-System (Chomsky & Lasnik 1995) in a somewhat modified form. 
Moreover I take the freedom to not adopt or presuppose the premises of the Minima-
list Program with respect to Case licensing. In particular, I assume a licensing system 
for case that applies to S-structure, not to LF, and does not restrict case licensing to 
spec-head configurations (see the discussion of the examples 2 below). 2 
 
BG can, and in fact must, be reformulated as a generalization about the licensing of 
structural cases. Structural cases are the cases of arguments that are not prespecified 
for inherent case in the lexical entry. Let us start with English as a language without 
inherent case for verbal arguments. There are three alternative licensing relations for 
the very same argument, depending on the syntactic environment, namely nominative 
(1a), accusative (1b), and PRO (1c), for which Chomsky & Lasnik (1995) suggested 
zero case as licensing relation. (1d) is an example with multiple licensing of accusa-
tive. For each accusative there is a unique licensing element, on the assumption that 
the licensing of accusative is effected by a V°-element. 
 
(1) a. She smiles 
    b. [Make [her smile]] 
 c. [PRO to smile] ... 
 d. [Make [her [forgivei [him [[V° e]i everything]]]]]3  
 
Nominative and zero case in (1a) and (1c), are licensed functionally, accusative is 
licensed categorially. Functional licensing is licensing by functional features (like 
tense and/or agreement). Categorial licensing is licensing by a head of a specific ca-
tegory in a local environment. In (1d), all occurrences of accusative are categorially 
licensed by a V°-head, one of which is an empty V°. Functional licensing is not ne-
                                                           
2 Uncontroversial evidence for functional licensing of object case by means of Agr-O on the PF-relevant structure is 
wanting for languages without overt object agreement, and there are several reasons for not adopting the hypothesis 
that case-licensing requires a functional head in general. First, languages like English exemplify that a clause obligato-
rily provides a subject position. Object positions, however, are a function of the A-structure of the verb. If a clause 
were to provide functional heads for objects outside VP, every clause would have to contain structural positions for 
objects which remain empty if the verb does not provide arguments, since heads are insensitive to the internal structure 
of their complements. Second, structurally mandatory positions trigger expletives (cf. obligatory expletives with 
impersonal passive in the mainland Scandinavian languages). There are no object expletives in intransitive VPs, 
however, neither in an OV-language like German nor in a VO-language like English. Third, the morphological form of 
a structural case depends on the category of the element that checks it. In German, verbs license the accusative as a 
structural case while nouns license the genitive as the structural case:      

a. einen BaumACC pflanzen - to plant a tree 
          b. das Pflanzen eines BaumesGEN - the planting (of) a tree 
Agr-O, therefore, is a morphologically typed feature. The distinction between genitive and accusative is irrelevant on 
LF, however. Hence the case for the object should be licensed before spell out. The NP-internal complement does not 
seem to have been moved to a functional position, however. In addition, it is unclear how the required Agr-O position 
should be integrated in the structure of the N-projection. 
 
3  For double object constructions I assume a kind of Larsonian VP-shell structure, with raising of the verbal head. The 
positions of the arguments are assumed to be base positions. 
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cessarily constrained to a spec-head configuration. Relevant empirical evidence for 
the need of a relational implementation of functional licensing comes from German:  
It is well-established that a topicalized VP can contain a nominative: 
 
(2) a.  [Gute Beispiele eingefallen] sind ihm noch nie 
        good examples in-fallen are him never ever 
        �Good examples never ever came to his mind�  
 b.*[Gute Beispiele ein-ei] fieleni ihm noch nie 
        good examples  in      fell him never ever 

c.   Ihm fieleni noch nie gute Beispiele ein-ei 
        him fell never ever good examples in 
 
The ungrammaticality of the example (2b) shows that the topicalized phrase must be 
a VP and not a higher functional projection, since it cannot contain the trace of the 
finite verb. If the nominative in (2a) would be analyzed as a DP in a functional spec-
position, the fronted constituent would be a functional projection that contains a 
functional head targeted by the finite verb, given that nominative is licensed by func-
tional feature that is related to the finite verb. So, (2a) would have a trace of the finite 
verb in the topicalized constituents. This can be ruled out, however, in clear cases, as 
in (2b): If the trace of the finite verb is contained in the topicalized phrase, a particle 
verb would be a good indicator: V2-movement strands the particle, as in (2c). The 
stranded particle marks the trace. The ungrammaticality of particle stranding in a 
fronted constituent as in (2b), therefore, is evidence against reanalyzing VP-
topicalization as topicalization of a functional projection. So, the nominative must be 
licensed in a VP-internal position.  
 
Licensing of the nominative in (2a) by means of feature checking in a spec-head 
configuration on a covert representation is not plausible either: The nominative DP or 
at least its features would have to be extracted out of a constituent in a spec-position 
and moved to a position lower than the constituent that contains the extraction site. 
First, the constituent in (2a) occupies the Spec-C-position. This position � as a 
functional spec-position � is in uncontroversial cases opaque for extraction. Second, 
the topicalized constituent occupies the spec-position of the highest functional pro-
jection in the clause. So, extraction would amount to extraction plus lowering. This is 
an unattractive consequence, too.  
 

BG, in a first approximation, describes the effect of a constraint on licensing 
structural case: Functional licensing has priority over categorial licensing, that is, 
accusative cannot be licensed unless the available functional licensing option has 
been exploited. This informal characterization will be refined and formalized in 
section 2. 
 
If BG is reformulated as a dependency relation between two modes of structural case 
licensing - categorial versus functional - the empirical obstacles the original version 
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of BG has to cope with do not arise: The passive of double object constructions, the 
V-projections of transitive psych-verbs, and accusative assignment in transitive 
middle constructions are in conflict with the original version of BG, because 
accusative is assigned despite the lack of a primary subject theta-role.   
 
(3) a.  Shei was offered ei one 
 b.*Onei was offered her ei  
 
In (3), the subject-position is θ-free and nevertheless a structural case is licensed for 
the second object in (3a). It is neither necessary not revealing to invoke a specific, 
morphologically unidentifiable oblique case for the second object in (3a). In 
languages with overt morphological case paradigms (for instance German or 
Icelandic), the second object in contexts corresponding to (3a) is marked accusative 
while the first object is marked with an inherent case, namely dative. 
 
If BG is reformulated as a case-dependency restriction, (3) does not pose a problem: 
The internal structural case (i.e. licensed categorially by V°) can be licensed in (3a) 
since the external structural case (i.e. case by a functional head) has been assigned. 
The unacceptability of (3b) is not the reflex of an oblique case but rather the result of 
a case conflict in the chain: The trace of the fronted DP in (3b) is licensed for accusa-
tive, but the head of the NP-movement chain is licensed for nominative.  This may 
sound strange, but it follows from the assumptions so far. The licensing of accusative 
by V° in (3b) with the VP-structure (4) cannot be blocked: 
 
(4) *Onei was [VP offeredj [her [V°j ei]]] 
 
The licensing context for the second object in (4) is the same as in any double object 
construction. In particular, it is unaffected by whatever effect passive has for the 
higher object: If the fronted object in (4) is assigned nominative, her is licensed for 
accusative and nothing can prevent V° from licensing accusative on the lowest DP-
position. Consequently, the fronted object in (4) cannot be assumed to be assigned 
nominative. If so,  her is not licensed for accusative, because of the BG-restriction. 
So, in either perspective, (3c) is predicted to be ungrammatical without having to 
invoke oblique case. 
 
The VP-structure of transitive psych-verbs as proposed by Belletti & Rizzi (1988) is 
an immediate problem for BG, and at first glance also for what has been said so far. 
The first problem is a real one, the second only an apparent one. Binding facts as in 
(5a) constitute the principal reason for Belletti & Rizzi to generate the subject 
argument of a psych verb like annoy in a position lower than the object. Given that 
the binding asymmetry in (5) is indicative of different base positions of the 
respective subject-DP in the spec-I-position, a verb like annoy projects its two 
arguments in a double object structure. The surface structure is like the structure of a 
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passivized double object verb. If this is correct, the derived subject of (5a) originates 
in a VP-internal position, while the subject of (5b) starts in Spec-VP.  
  
(5) a. Stories about herselfi rarely [VP annoy heri ei profoundly] 

b.*Stories about herselfi generally [VP ei [V� describe heri
  accurately]] 

 
Since the original formulation of BG refers to the θ-position of the external argu-
ment, (5a) should be an unaccusative construction, which it is not. BG, reformulated 
as an external-internal case dependency relation captures (5a): The verb may license 
the internal structural case because there is an external structural case licensed 
functionally. But how can we avoid the case conflict discussed above? The answer 
will be: The case conflict does not arise because there is an essential difference 
between double objects and pych-verbs in the argument grid, indicated in (6). 
Transitive psych-verbs are exceptional: Subject-selection does not pick the highest 
argument: 
 
(6) a. offer:  < A1 < A2 <A3 >>> 
   b. annoy: < A1 < A2 >> 
 c. describe: < A1 < A2 >> 
 
(6) indicates the argument-grid of three verbs. The angled bracketings indicate the 
ranking of the arguments, which determines the order of projecting them into the V-
projection structure. Underlining signals the argument with priority for external case 
licensing. Note that this is different from William´s (1981) notion of external argu-
ment. As pointed out in Haider (1984), �external‘ should be construed as a relational 
notion: The case licenser of the �external� argument is external and not necessarily 
the argument itself.  What is common in both approaches is that an argument grid 
with more than one structural argument4 must designate one for external licensing. 
 
In most cases, subject selection by designating the external argument and the ranking 
of arguments in the argument-grid go parallel, as for (6a) and (6c): The highest 
argument is the designated one. For a principled reason, this is not the case for those 
transitive psych verbs for which the cause of emotion and the target of emotion is 
identical, if ranking and subject selection are derived from the lexical-conceptual 
structure, as indicated in (7): 
 
(7) annoy <Ay, Ax>   (as in: The noise annoys me): 
 [x CAUSE [BECOME [y in P-STATE (annoy) [with target x]]]5 
                                                           
4 �Structural argument� is short for: Argument in the argument-grid of a lexical entry not specified for inherent case and 
therefore in need of structural case licensing. 
 
5 Roughly: x causes y to be in a psychological state P (= being annoyed) targeted at x. So, �the noise annoys me� would 
roughly translates into: The noise makes me be annoyed at the noise. The noise is both cause of emotion and target of 
emotion. 
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The exceptional argument-structure of a psych-verb like annoy can be captured in the 
following principled way: Subject selection and ranking of arguments may produce 
different outcomes.  The subject selection rule, i.e. the choice of the argument in the 
A-structure that gets �underlined�, identifies the argument that is associated with the 
highest occurrence of a variable in the lexical-conceptual structure, whereas the 
ranking of arguments in the argument-grid is determined by the relative embedding 
of variables. It reflects the compositionality of the lexical-conceptual structure: The 
lower occurrence of a variable in the lexical-conceptual structure determines the 
lower rank of the corresponding A-position in the lexical argument structure. If, as in 
the case of annoy (or: frighten, interest, shock, etc.), an argument relates to more than 
one occurrence of a variable in the lexical-conceptual structure, subject selection and 
ranking may dissociate.6 As illustrated in (7), psych-verbs like annoy, frighten, fasci-
nate, etc.  and its counterparts in other languages,   are special in the following sense: 
One argument position in the A-structure is associated with two variables in the lexi-
cal-conceptual structure (viz. cause of emotion and target of emotion): The highest 
occurrence determines the subject selection. But there is a lower occurrence two. 
Since ranking follows the compositional structure,  the designated argument (by sub-
ject selection) ends up as the lower ranked argument. Immediate supportive evidence 
comes from German. 
 
In German, the basic word order for the corresponding verbs is accusative before 
nominative. This is reflected, for instance,  by the contrasting focus potential of nuc-
lear stress on the argument preceding the main verb.  In (8a), stress in the Nomina-
tive is compatible with maximal focus, that is, with the whole clause being in focus. 
(8b) with stress on the Nominative has the same focus potential as (8c) with stress on 
the nominative, namely minimal focus. For (8b) there is no stress assignment that 
would be compatible with maximal focus because the position that would have to 
host the stress exponent is the preverbal one and in (8b) this position is a trace of 
scrambling. Conversely, the order in (8a) cannot be a scrambling order but a base 
order.  
 
(8) a. Haben je Linguisten  ODEN interessiert ? 
      have ever linguistsAcc odesNom interested? 
      �Have linguists ever been interested in odes� 
 
                                                           
6  The dissociation is conditioned by the fact that there is also a causative-agentive conceptualization for these verbs 
with independent instantiations of agentive cause, experiencer and instrument/target:  

a. He annoyed me with the noise he produced 
b. He frightened me with the noise he produced 

Note that the interpretation is not necessarily agentive, since the noise can be unintended.  If the instrument is 
simultaneously the cause, the result is a lexical-conceptual structure with two variables that are related to one argument 
in the argument structure of the verb. 
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 b. Haben Odeni je LINGUISTEN ei interpretiert 
      have odesAcc ever linguistsNom interpretiert ? 
      �Have linguists ever interpreted odes ?� 
 c. Haben je LINGUISTEN Oden interpretiert? 
      have ever linguists odes interpreted? 
 
The crucial difference in the argument structure between double objects and the two 
arguments of transitive psych verbs is exactly the exceptional dissociation of subject 
selection and ranking: A transitive psych verb has an argument designated for ex-
ternal licensing that is ranked lower than an undesignated argument. Since the 
undesignated argument is projected VP-internally, the lower-ranked argument is 
projected VP internally as well. This is the origin of the VP-structure (5a).  
 
A principle that guarantees this outcome is independently supported by the 
distribution of VP-internal subjects in VO-languages without the option of postverbal 
subjects (cf. Burzio 1986:137). The argument marked for external licensing in the 
argument-structure must be licensed externally. In other words, an argument-DP that 
instantiates the designated argument position of the verbal head cannot be licensed 
VP-internally in a language in which the external argument is projected in spec-VP:  
 
(9) a.??Il a téléfoné trois amis 
        it has telephoned three friends 
        �there have telephoned three friends� 
 b.   Il est arrivé trois amis  
        it is arrived three friends 
       �there have arrived three friends� 
 
In the French example (9), an expletive pronominal subject is assigned nominative 
and triggers singular agreement despite the presence of a plural argument that � in 
the absence of the expletive � would be the subject and trigger plural agreement. 
Consequently the postverbal DP must receive its case license VP-internally. The 
contrast between (9a) and (9b) is a reflex of the restriction discussed above: The 
designated argument cannot be licensed VP-internally. Ergative verbs as in (9b), in 
contrast to intransitive verbs, do not have a designated argument.  
 
A final piece of evidence against the original version of BG can be observed in the 
German middle construction. Middle formation in German, like in Romance but 
unlike English or Dutch, employs a reflexive. The object argument appears in the 
nominative  and  the reflexive is marked accusative: 
 
(10) a. DuNom fühlst dichAcc *(kalt/wie Marmor) an 

    you feel yourself cold/like marble 
    �you feel cold/like marble� 
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b. Sie fühlte den Körper an 
     �she felt/touched the body� 
 
The fact that the object argument in (10a) is licensed for nominative implies that 
there is no primary subject. In terms of the determinants of BG, the subject must be 
θ-free. Nevertheless accusative is assigned to the reflexive in the transitive middle 
construction. This is a problem for BG but not for an account in terms of a 
dependency relation between functional and categorial licensing: The categorially 
licensed accusative in (10a) is in accordance with the dependency constraint because 
there is a functionally licensed case in the same licensing domain, too, namely the 
nominative on the derived subject.   
 
2. On an economy condition for case licensing 
 
Given, that the subject matter of BG is the interdependency of the licensing 
conditions of structural case, a foremost remarkable feature of BG is its restricted 
range of application. It applies only to verbs.7 Structural case licensed by nouns or 
prepositions is not affected. In German, nouns license genitive for structural 
arguments. In (11a), the deverbal noun licenses the genitive NP-internally in the 
absence of an external one. The presence of an external argument as in (11b) is not 
required.8 A preposition like in (11), licenses accusative without there being a theta-
marked subject of the preposition: 
 
(11) a.  [die Befragungen der ZeugenGEN (durch den Richter)]dauerte einen Tag 
           questionings (of) the witnesses (by the judge) took one day 
 b. [PetersGEN Befragungen der ZeugenGEN ] dauerte einen Tag 
     Peter�s questionings (of) the witnesses took one day 
 c. [For [him to arrive in time]] ... 
 
What is the relevant property that singles out the verb? Verbs are inflected and 
inflection features are case licensers. What this indicates is that BG is the reflex of a 
constraint that guarantees deterministic licensing relations in potentially non-determi-
nistic contexts: In a context with one structural argument and more than one licen-
sing option � a categorial and a functional one �  the BG determines the priority rela-
tion for case licensing. For arguments with structural case, external licensing over-
                                                           
7  The applicability of BG to AP-internal case licensing is is less easy to decide in full generality. With respect to Ger-
man the answer is easy, however. German adjectives do not license accusative. This unaccusativity-property indicates 
that BG is at work: Adjectives are bound to be unaccusative predicates because they are selected by an unaccusative 
auxiliary, the copular verb be. 
  
8 Nouns do not tolerate inherently case marked complements, which is easy to check with deverbal nouns: Inherently 
case marked arguments (dative and verbal genitve) do not occur as objects of (deverbal) nouns. Only arguments that 
surface as direct objects or subjects in a clause may occur as arguments of nouns. 
 a. *das Helfen dem FreundDAT � the helping the friend 
 b. *das Anklagen des MordesGEN � the accusing (of) murder 
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rides internal licensing.  This is not necessarily confined to a specific structural 
positional. In English, licensing is positional: External licensing applies in spec-
positions and not VP-internally. 
 
It is well-known that in English external licensing is confined to specific structural 
positions and, in addition, the nominative position must be made use of. In Chomsky 
(1986), this is stipulated as the EPP, the extended projection principle. German is not 
subject to this requirement (cf. 12a-d), so potentially conflicting  licensing relations 
can be studied more directly. 
 
(12) a. daß (*es) auf michACC nicht gewartet wurde 
      that (it/there) for me not waited was 
            `that for me not waited was´ 
    b. daß (*es) mirDAT/*ichNOM nicht geholfen wurde 
            that (*it/there) me/*I not helped was 
      �that I was not helped� 
 c. daß (*es) nicht geschossen wurde 
            that (it/there) not shot was 
 d. daß ichNOM/*michACC nicht gesehen wurde 
            that I/*me not seen was 
      �that I was not seen� 
 
In (12a), ACC is licensed by a preposition. (12b) illustrates a passive clause with an 
inherently case-linked argument, namely dative, licensed by the verb. (12c) is the 
passive of an intransitive verb, with no argument left for licensing .9 Eventually, 
(12d) is the familiar BG-dependency of  internal and categorial licensing by V° on 
external licensing: Nominative-licensing has priority over accusative licensing. It is 
important to realize that both, nominative and accusative can be licensed VP-inter-
nally. This can be demonstrated with VP-topicalization: (13a) is an example with a 
topicalized VP that contains a VP-internal nominative on the argument of an 
unaccusative verb. (13b) contains a nominative on the direct object, as a consequence 
of a passive construction.  
 
(13) a. [VP Ein Fehler unterlaufen] ist einem Linguisten dabei schon zweimal  
      [a mistakeNom undergone] is a linguistDat that-with already twice� 
               �Already twice, a linguist happened to make a mistake in that matter�    
                                                           
9 It is not justified to assume an expletive pro (cf. Haider 1997, sect. 3, p. 90-92): First, in German, es is a suitalbe 
expletive element for a spec-position, namely Spec-C. Second, es cannot be dropped freely (e.g. in middle or in 
extraposition constructions). Third, in Dutch an expletive is obligatory in the construction corresponding to (12c): 

a. daß *(es) heute peinlich war daß niemand zum Vortrag kam 
�that it today embarrassing was that nonone attended the lecture� 

 b.    Meestal werd *(er) gelachen   
mostly was *(there) laughed 
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 b. [Schwere Fehler nachgewiesen] wurden Linguisten schon oft 
     [bad mistakesNom proven] were (to) linguistsDat already often 
     �Linguists have already often been given proof  of bad mistakes� 
 
Let us recapitulate. In German, representative for a language with a NOM-ACC-
system, both accusative  and nominative are potentially licensed in VP-internal posi-
tions. Accusative is categorially licensed by V°, Nominative is functionally licensed 
by agreement, which is spelled out in the verbal morphology. Hence, an argument 
without inherent case specification is generally in a conflicting licensing environ-
ment. What BG refers to is a priority condition that settles the conflict. It  states that 
internal licensing applies only if the external licensing potential has been exploited. 
This implies for a finite clause that an argument cannot be licensed as accusative if a 
nominative license is available for this argument.  
 
If one asks oneself why things should be as they are, it is worthwhile asking how an 
alternative implementation would look like. There are two alternative possibilities, in 
fact. One is free licensing: If there is more than one licensing option, the choice is 
free. In this case, the accusative would be in free alternation with nominative in 
unaccusative and passive structures.10 The second possibility is the inverse of BG, 
that is, categorial licensing gets priority over functional licensing. For a finite clause 
this would  mean accusative always has priority over nominative. The solution that 
eliminates the second possibility will eliminate the first one, too: 
 
Even on the basis of limited crosslinguistic evidence on case systems, it is safe to 
conjecture that there exists no language with priority of categorial licensing over 
functional licensing. This would mean that a single structural argument would be 
licensed for accusative (as a categorial license), and nominative (as a functional 
license) would be found only if  there is a second structural argument. The resulting 
system could be called anti-ergative. 
 
(14) a. me is watching  (instead of: I am watching) 

b. I am watching her 
 
For verbs with an optional direct object, as in (14a), this would imply that the subject 
is accusative (14a) unless an object is projected (14b). Only in this case the subject 
would be licensed as nominative. Note that (14) cannot be interpreted as an ergative 
case system. The ergative system would be (15): 
 
(15) a. I am watching 
 b. Her is watching I   (meaning: She is watching me) 
                                                           
10  If  there are two structurally licensed arguments, that is, if the verb is transitive, there is no choice. One will be ac-
cusative and one nominative. This is guaranteed by a uniqueness requirement: Each licensing relation can be applied 
only once. This exludes at least double nominatives. The condition that singles out the designated argument for external 
licensing guarantees that there is at least one nominative. 
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What I propose is that the answer should be given in terms of an economy constraint 
on licensing: Licensing case by AGR simultaneously licenses the functional features 
(ϕ-features) of the verb. If the verb licenses the accusative and the ϕ-features of the 
verb are licensed separately, for instance by adjusting the values of the feature matrix 
to a default value �  for licensing case by morphological paradigms the default is 
usually third person singular �  licensing has to operate twice. So, intuitively the 
combinatorial licensing is more economical: Licensing the nominative simultaneous-
ly provides the feature values for the ϕ-features of the finite verb. This covers licen-
sing by functional features. But there is also a positional implementation option for 
functional licensing, either with or without overt agreement. 
 
Licensing as a purely positional function (in the absence of agreement, as for 
instance in continental Scandinavian languages) requires a unique structural position. 
For external arguments, this is the spec-position of a functional head. This position is 
mandatory, just as the agreement inflection is mandatory in an agreement system. If 
there is no element for this position, an expletive element is required.  
 
In positional implementations of licensing, the required position is part of the general 
and obligatory set-up of a clause. This is what the EPP-condition intends to capture. 
But the EPP is redundant once this is realized: The EPP redundantly postulates that 
for languages with positional licensing of the external argument  there is a structural 
position in the clause in which licensing applies. Since the structural set-up for this 
position is a property of the general clause structure of a language with a positional 
licensing system, the presence of the position cannot be contingent on the presence of 
an argument that is in need of such a position for its licensing requirements. The EPP 
is the structural counterpart of  licensing by agreement: In languages with agreement, 
agreement morphology is realized irrespective of the presence or absence of an 
element that it is in agreement with. 
 
EPP, on the other hand, does not exist in a language with a non-positional licensing 
system, as in German. There is no unique position for licensing an argument and 
there is no unique position provided in the clause structure. So, no expletive is 
licensed in the cases illustrated in (12a-c). A language like English is representative 
of languages whose licensing systems combine positional licensing with licensing by 
agreement. Licensing by agreement takes place in a specific functional position.  
 
Let us recapitulate: Burzio's generalization can be interpreted as the effect of an 
economy constraint on licensing systems: The priority of functional licensing has the 
effect that the licensing a DP at the same time licenses agreement morphology and/or  
spec-head configurations. Conversely, the priority of categorial checking would in 
many case require the insertion of an expletive and/or a separate default licensing of 
agreement features. The case systems found in natural languages can be charac-
terized as those systems that pass an economy criterion: 
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(16) The BG-axiom: Minimize licensing-checks 
 
In the set of possible implementations of functional and categorial licensing given in 
(17), only (17a) meets (16). In the discussion above , (17b) already has been shown 
to be inferior to (17a) on an economy measure on the number of independent 
licensing checks. For monadic verbs, (17c) is equivalent to the union of (17a) and 
(17b). Ruling out (17b), however, reduces (17c) to (17a).     
 
(17) a. Option 1: Priority of functional licensing over categorial licensing 
     b. Option 2: Priority of categorial licensing over functional licensing 
 c. Option 3:  Equal applicability of categorial and functional licensing 
 
If the licensing systems for verbal and nominal features obey (16), BG is the result. It 
applies both to morphologically overt as well as to positional licensing. In an SVO 
language without functional morphology, like Chinese, there are structural licensing 
positions for the subject and the objects. (16) guarantees that there is a default 
licensing option in core the grammar for a structural argument that receives priority. 
The obligatory licensing of the subject position (EPP) is a reflex of a structural 
default in the licensing system.  
 
(18) Corollary of the BG-axiom: There are no case systems with both functional 

and categorial licensing of structural case in which categorial licensing has 
priority over functional licensing. 

 
What (18) rules out is a NOM-ACC system in which nominative licensing is depen-
dent on the presence of a DP marked for accusative, with the effect that accusative as 
a categorial license gets priority and nominative as a functional license is available 
only if the categorial license has been exploits. For a NOM-ERG system, (18) 
eliminates the option that nominative/absolutive licensing is dependent on the pre-
sence of a DP marked ergative. 
 
(16) should be regarded as the characterization of a meta-principle, that is, a principle 
of UG. It guarantees that the licensing system implemented in the core grammar of a 
given language is organized in a way that there is no strongly equivalent grammar 
with a more economic licensing system. Economy considerations are not part of the 
core grammar proper. This distinction is important. Economy is valid only on the 
level of explanatory adequacy, that is on the UG-level. If (16) were a principle of in-
dividual grammars, the ensuing licensing system would have to embody a complex 
economy metric. This is neither plausible nor empirically justified. The brief 
crosslinguistic survey (constructions with expletive subjects in Romance and 
Scandinavian and impersonal construction in Slavic languages) discussed in the 
following paragraphs provide empirical support for this claim.   
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In the Italian reflexive impersonal construction (cf. Burzio 1996:46) the object either 
stays in its VP-internal position or it moves to the nominative-position. If it stays, it 
may be licensed as accusative (19a). When it moves, it is licensed as nominative 
(19b) only.  
  
(19) a. Si leggerà/ leggeranno volentieri alcuni articoli 
          REFL will-read3.P.sg./3.P.pl voluntarily several articles 
     �One will voluntarily read several articles� 
 b. Alcuni articoli si leggeranno volentieri 
      several articles REFL will-read3.P.pl. voluntarily 
    �One will read several articles voluntarily� 
 c.*Alcuni articoli si leggerà volentieri  
  
At first glance (19a) with accusative seems to contradict (16) and (17a). But a 
comparative look at French reveals the underlying grammatical causality. Just like 
(20a),  (19a) is a construction with an expletive subject pronoun (3rd p.sg.) that 
triggers agreement.11 In Italian, the expletive is a null-subject, in French it is overt. 
The expletive pronoun is third person singular. It is the target for the agreement 
values, and it receives the nominative. The object argument is licensed for 
accusative. If there is no expletive the object is fronted and licensed as nominative. 
 
In a core grammar implementation of economy of licensing, (20a) with singular mor-
phology on the finite verb should be ruled out, but as a matter of fact (20b) with 
plural on the verb is ungrammatical. Plural agreement with a plural expletive or 
movement of the argument (cf. 20c) would be the more economic way of licensing. 
But, as pointed out, despite the fact that he particular set-up of core grammar may be 
the result of an economy metrics, the core grammar itself does not contain the 
metrics. Therefore (19a) is either a construction with an expletive subject and 
accusative,  or it is a construction with a postverbal nominative subject. The latter 
option is excluded for French, which does not allow postverbal subjects (20b). 
 
(20) a)  Il a manqué trois enfants 
            it is missing three children 
       �three children are missing� 
                                                           
11 Zaenen & Maling (1994:145) note the following contrast for Icelandic: 
           a. StormurinnACC blés strompinn af húsinu 
               the-storm blew the-chimney off the-house 
           b. Strompinn blés af húsinu 
               the-chimney blew off the-house 
           c. StrompurinnNOM var blásinn af húsinu 
               the-chimney was blown off the-house 
In the passive, nominative is obligatory, while in (b.), which Zaenen & Maling call unaccusative, the accusative is 
conserved. In fact (b.) is an impersonal construction, like (4b), without an overt expletive. In Icelandic, subject 
expletives  in the form of quasi-arguments (cf. weather verbs) are missing. In the corresponding German version (daß 
es den Schornstein vom Dach blies), the subject is the expletive quasi-argument es. 
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 b)*Il ont manqué trois enfants 
       itpl are missing three enfants 
 c.  Trois enfants ont manqué  
       three children are missing 
 
There is a parallel setting attested for Slavic. Keenan & Timberlake (1985) point out 
that in Polish and Russian passive constructions, ACC is assigned to the object if the 
verb is inflected in the impersonal form, whereas NOM is obligatory if the verb is 
inflected in the agreement paradigm: 
 
(21) a. Lipa śçieta                                  (Polish) 
            the lindennom was cutnom.fem.sg.pass. 
     b. Lipę śçieto 
        lindenacc cutnom.nt.sg.pass 
     c. Ja zarezal talenka                             (Russian) 
            I slaughter a calfacc 
     d. (U menja) telenok zarezan 
        (By me) a calf nom.m.sg. slaughtered nom.m.sg.pass. 
     e. (U menja) zarezano telenka 
            (By me) [there was] slaughtered nom.n.sg.pass a calfacc 
 
A case system that produces patters as in (21) is not excluded by BG in a core 
grammar selected under the maxim (16), if the inflection system of a language 
provides an impersonal paradigm. ACC-licensing is in fact the only option for an 
object DP then: ACC licensing is not in competition with functional licensing, hence 
there is no economy conflict. The impersonal paradigm does not admit nominative 
licensing. Therefore, the verb is a monadic licenser of a structural argument, much 
like a preposition or an adjective. 
 
Eventually, languages without subject verb agreement, like the mainland 
Scandinavian languages, may employ a system of licensing that admits more than 
one structural option in some cases, each of which compatible with BG implemented 
as in (16). In Swedish and other Scandinavian languages, NP-movement in passive is 
in variation with an expletive subject (cf. Hedlund 1992:137f.). 
 
(22) a. Det visades honom båtar.                     [Swedish] 
            EXPL. showedPASS him boats 
     b. Hani visades ei båtar. 
            He showsPASS boats 
     �He is shown boats�     
 c. Båtari visades honom ei. 
            Boates showPASS him 
     �Boate are shown to him� 
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In English, the construction corresponding to (22a) would be ungrammatical, because 
of the anaphoric character of the English AGR-head and the lack of a pronominal 
expletive. The adverbial expletive there in English cannot serve as an antecedent for 
AGR. The Swedish expletive is pronominal, but this is not crucial, because of the 
general absence of subject verb agreement in the mainland Scandinavian languages. 
Der, the Danish expletive in passives is, like the English one homophonous with the 
locative adverbial proform. A grammar without subject-verb agreement that admits 
the  patterns in (22) is consistent with (16): Accusative is licensed categorially 
because the positional licensing  in the spec-position is not available. This position 
for functional licensing is blocked by the expletive. 
 
Less straightforward is the Norwegian case, illustrated in (23). Clauses like (23c-e) 
involve at least three potentially case licensing heads, namely P, V, and a functional 
head. First of all, the subject DP on (23a,c) can be licensed alternatively by P in its 
base position. In this case, Spec-I has to be filled with an expletive. This could be 
handled with optional incorporation of P°. Remarkable is the alternation in (23 c,d). 
 
(23) a. at det vart tala om Jon (Norwegian: Åfarli 1992:18,20) 

    that it became talked about Jon 
     �that Jon was talked about� 

b. at Joni vart tala om ei 
     that Jon became talked about  

      �that Jon was talked about� 
c. at breveti ble klisteret frimerker på ei (Norwegian: Taraldsen 1979) 

     that letter-the was pasted stamps on (Afarli 1992:18, 20)   
    �the letter was pasted stamps on�     
 d. at frimerkeri ble klisteret ei på brevet 
     that stamps were pasted on the letter 
 e. at det ble klisteret frimerker på brevet 
 f. at det var kjøpt ein hund   
     that it became bought a dog 
     that a dog was bought 
 
From a descriptive point of view, the remarkable feature of (23c) is the optionality of 
P-standing in the presence of a direct object. If stranding is possible, there are several 
possibilities to arrive at grammatical result: The preposition is stranded (23c), or the 
direct object is fronted (23a), or an expletive is inserted (23e). This option exists for 
all cases, that is, also for dyadic verbs (23f) and for the passive of an intransitive 
verb. In each case, two DP-positions must be licensed. One is licensed functionally, 
namely the subject position, and the other, that is, the complement of the verb or the 
preposition, is licensed categorially. Norwegian, as all continental Scandinavian 
languages lacks subject-verb agreement. If the combined licensing of V-features and 
DP-features is the relevant factor for economy, movement becomes as �costly� as the 
insertion of an expletive in a language without subject-verb agreement. 
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In sum,  the reinterpretation of BG as the result of an economy constraint on licen-
sing systems is on the one hand a monomodular constraint, which is a conceptual ad-
vantage, and on the other hand its empirical implications are in harmony with the re-
calcitrant evidence from expletive and impersonal constructions in various langua-
ges. The next section pursues the effects of (16) for ergative systems. 
 
Under an economy account in terms of (16), BG is the effect of the priority of func-
tional licensing over categorial licensing of an argument with structural case. The 
potential case licensing capacity of the verb is not exploited if there is a functional 
licenser available. Bittner & Hale (1996a) suggest the opposite. The verb must be 
activated by a case competitor in order to be able to license structural case. Under 
this view, the verb is equipped with a case licensing capacity only in specific 
contexts. The verb cannot license structural case unaided. "Any head, even one 
which is empty, can assign marked structural Case to an argument which it Case-
binds, being activated by a visible Case competitor for that argument." (Bittner & 
Hale 1996a:2). The case competitor of a nominal is defined as a caseless co-
argument. 
 
Restricting the case licensing capacity of V to contexts in which there is a DP 
competing for structural case may be descriptively adequate, but it does not provide 
an answer to the question why this should be so. Why is accusative licensing depen-
dent on functional licensing and why could it not be the other way? A structural case 
would be licensed by V. In case V is unable to check, a functional head would check 
the case. This is what (18) rules out and what should follow from a general principle. 
The activation-restriction on structural case licensing is an implementation whose 
theoretical reason is left open. As long a this reason is missing, the proposed 
restriction remains an empirically motivated but theoretically accidental device. 
 
Up to this point, the effects of the BG-axiom (16)  have been discussed with 
reference to languages with a NOM-ACC system. In the following section it will be 
shown to be a general principle that applies to NOM-ERG systems as well. 
 
3. BG-effects in NOM-ERG systems 
 
In (24) the three types of A-structures with structural arguments are listed. The 
parametric split between the nominative-accusative system of licensing and the abso-
lutive/nominative-ergative system is the choice of the argument for licensing priority. 
The two systems correspond to the two logical possibilities, given an argument 
structure with two structural arguments (cf. 24a).  
 
(24) a. V° <A1, A2>  transitive 
 b. V° <A>  intransitive 
 c. V° <A> unaccusative 
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(25) a.  priority license for A: nominative-accusative system 

b.  priority license for A: absolutive-ergative system 
 
BG states that the non-priority argument is licensed in the same way as the priority 
argument if the priority argument is absent. The argument of the verbs with unaccu-
sative argument structure (24b) or the non-designated argument of (24a) in contexts 
with a blocked external argument (e.g. passive) will be licensed in the same way as 
the priority-argument of (24a) and (24b). The morphologically or structurally visible 
effect is case-conversion (nominative instead of accusative, absolutive instead of 
ergative) or movement to the structural licensing position of the priority licensing 
relation.  
 
Chomsky (1992:13) and Bobaljik (1993:6) favor a unified account in terms of a 
single parameter: For Chomsky, the differentiating property between nom-acc and 
erg-nom systems is the higher activity of either Agr-S or Agr-O. An ergative lan-
guage is characterized as a language with an active Agr-O and an inert Agr-S, rather 
than an active Agr-S head. Languages with an ergative case system but a nominative-
accusative type of person-agreement like Georgian (cf. Harris 1981) or Warlpiri (cf. 
Jelinek 1984, Bittner & Hale 1996b) are unexpected under this account. Bobaljik 
suggests a parametric difference in terms of a choice of the obligatory case, either 
nominative  as Agr-S or absolutive as Agr-O. This is virtually equivalent with (25).12 
 
(25) cannot be conceived of as a simple parametrical duality of implementing a 
priority relation of argument licensing, though. In the nominative-accusative systems, 
the dependency is in the majority of languages a dependency between functional and 
categorial licensing of structural case. Languages with object agreement in addition 
to subject agreement instantiate a different system, namely one with two functional 
licenses. For the ergative-nominative systems, there is reason to assume that this is 
the case in general. Two cases are functionally licensed. In (26), an example from 
Inuktitut,  the finite verb agrees with both, the nominative DP and the ergative DP. 
 
(26) Inuktitut (North Baffin) 
    a. inu-up qimmiq taku-v-a-a 
           person-up dog-0 see-indic.-trans.-3/3 
           a/the person saw the dog 
 
    b. inuk (qimmir-mik) taku-v-uq 
           person-0 (dog-mik) see-indic.-intr.-3 
          A/the person saw (the dog) 
 
                                                           
12  Interpreted literally, Bobaljiks statement does not admit constructions without structural case. 
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In (26a,b), the verbs contain a transitivizing and a detransitivizing suffix, 
respectively. The ergative-marked noun in (26a) appears as nominative in (26b), that 
is, as the unmarked form. The unmarked form of (26a) is marked with an oblique 
case, if it is optionally chosen to appear.  
 
In Quiche (27), there is no nominal morphology for case. WH-extraction (cf. 27c,d), 
relativization and focussing, however, require a DP in the nominative relation: In 
(27d), the detransitivizing suffix ow changes the erg-relation to the abs-relation. The 
result is a structure like in a NOM-ACC system with subject agreement only (cf. 
Larsen & Norman 1979). 
 
(27) Quiche (as representative for the Mayan family) 
    a. x-0-war-ik 
           compl.-3sAbs-sleep-phrasefinal suff. 
           �He slept� 
    b. x-0-a-ch'ay-oh 
           compl.-3sAbs-2sErg-hit-phrasefinal suff. 
           �You hit him�               (Larsen & Norman 1979:347) 
    c. jachin x-0-u-ch'ay lee ixoq 
           who compl.-3sAbs-3sgErg-hit the woman 
           �Who did the woman hit?� [*Who hit the woman] 
    d. jachin x-0-ch'ay-ow lee ixoq 
           who compl.-3sAbs-hit-intr. the woman 
           �Who hit the woman?�           (Larsen & Norman 1979: 357) 
 
Another systematic difference is the distribution across word order types: NOM-ACC 
systems are found in all the Greenbergian word order types. This does not seem to 
hold true for ergative systems. Inuktitut is an XV-language, Quiche is VX. 
According to Trask (1979: 385), ergative languages are SOV, occasionally VSO, but 
virtually never SVO. This seems to indicate that the differentiation between a VP-
external positional functional mode of licensing and a VP-internal categorial licen-
sing mode for arguments in situ does generally not apply to ergative systems. What 
this implies is that ergative systems are pure functional licensing systems. Functional 
licensing is uniform with respect to the directionality of licensing. So, the verb as the 
exponent of functional licensing features either remains in situ, following all 
arguments, or is fronted and precedes all arguments. In an SVO-language like 
English, the functional licenser AGRs follows the nominative while the verb as the 
categorial licenser precedes the objects. The directionality of functional and catego-
rial licensing, therefore, cannot be uniform in English. 
 
As for the order of inflection morphemes on the verb, Bittner & Hale (1996b:569) 
point out for Inuit that the agreement marker construed with the ergative argument is 
closer to the verb stem or auxiliary base, while the marker construed with the 
nominative/absolutive is more peripheral in the inflected verb.  This serialization 
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pattern of morphemes is a consequence of the priority asymmetry (25b): The least 
embedded form in terms of the morphological structure is the form of the priority 
agreement slot of the finite verb. Both in ergative and in accusative languages, the 
priority slot is the slot for nominative-agreement. The dependence of ergative on 
nominative resembles the accusative-nominative dependence, but it is not a 
dependence between categorial and functional licensing, since both cases, nominative 
as well as ergative are functional cases. As the example of Quiche illustrates, the 
ergative agreement system is subject to the same priority dependency between the 
cases,  and it is a functional licensing system. 
 
What is the role of the BG-axiom (16) in an ergative case system in comparison to a 
NOM-ACC system? The role is the same, only the implementation of the priority 
dependency is different. In the discussion of typical NOM-ACC systems, economy 
was claimed to favor the priority of functional licensing over categorial licensing 
because of simultaneous feature checking. Functional licensing combines the 
licensing of agreement and case features and thus reduces the number of independent 
licensing operations per clause.  The same kind of reasoning  can be applied to NOM-
ACC systems with object agreement and to NOM-ERG systems with functional licen-
sing for both cases. The premises that lead to BG as a conclusion are: 
 
First, a licensing system with a default functional case is more economic than a 
system without. Languages without a licensing priority (3-way case systems) are 
rare: Bittner and Hale (1996a:51) cite Antekerrepenhe (Arandic, Australia) and Nez 
Perce (Penuitan, Oregon), languages in which subjects of monadic verbs are in the 
unmarked nominative/absolutive, while transitive subjects and objects are marked 
with specific case forms (ergative and accusative). The default licensing reduces the 
system from three to two licensing values for structural arguments: The argument of 
a monadic verb and the designated argument of the dyadic verb is each licensed in 
the priority case.  
 
Second, a licensing configuration that is a default licensing option is part of the 
general clause structure. What this means is, that the licensing constellation is 
independent of the argument structure of the verb that happen to be the main verb. 
Third, economy metrics favors systems with default licensing. If the default is 
ignored this implies that an additional licensing mechanism must be invoked while 
the default option applies vacuously. 
 
Third,  BG amounts to the statement that the default option cannot be the dependent 
partner in a priority relation of licensing. In an accusative-system, the nominative 
cannot be dependent of the accusative assignment, and in an ergative system, the 
absolutive cannot be dependent on ergative assignment. In each case, the dependent 
licensing relation is dependent on the default licensing relation, that is, the nomina-
tive/absolutive. In structural terms, the dependency amounts to a reduced structure. 
The default case being absolutive, the ergative-absolutive dependency covered by 
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BG amounts to the effect that (28b) is sufficient for licensing the second argument of 
a dyadic verb in the absence of the designated one (antipassive and related contexts).  
 
(28) a. ... [FP F°abs [FP F°erg  [VP  DPerg DPabs V° ... ]]]  
 b. ... [FP F°abs  [VP DPabs V°]] 
 
The parametric difference between accusative and ergative systems is the designation 
of the argument for the default licensing relation (cf. 25): In the accusative-system, it 
is the highest ranking structural argument, in the ergative system, it is the lowest 
ranking argument (cf. Wunderlich 1997:49)   
 
4. Summary 
 
UG guarantees default licensing environments for structural case. The functionally 
licensed default in a finite clause is the nominative or absolutive. Functional 
licensing requires either a spec-head relation or overt agreement. The difference 
between the nom-acc type and the erg-nom type is the result of the parametric 
alternative on the choice of the argument for the functional default licensing: Either 
the highest or the lowest ranking structural argument gets priority. BG is the result of 
an economy constraint on licensing systems. There is a priority relation among the 
licensing options for structural case. The priority relation is the dependency relation 
between  the default licensing relation and the remaining option, either a categorial or 
a functional one.  
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